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Novel two-dimensional silicon–carbon binaries
by crystal structure prediction†

Pedro Borlido, a Ahmad W. Huran,b Miguel A. L. Marques b and
Silvana Botti *a

The semimetallic bandstructure of graphene and silicene limit their use in functional devices. Mixing

silicon and carbon offers a rather unexplored pathway to build semiconducting sheets compatible with

current Si-based electronics. We present here a complete theoretical study of the phase diagram of

two-dimensional silicon–carbon binaries. To scan the composition range, we employ an ab initio global

structural prediction method, complemented by exhaustive enumeration of two-dimensional structure

prototypes. We find a wealth of two-dimensional low-energy structures, from standard honeycomb

single- and double-layers, passing by dumbbell geometries, to carbon nanosheets bridged by Si atoms.

Many of these phases depart from planarity, either through buckling, or by germinating three-

dimensional networks with a mixture of sp2 and sp3 bonds. We further characterize the most interesting

crystal structures, unveiling a large variety of electronic properties, that could be exploited to develop

high-performance electronic devices at the nanoscale.

1 Introduction

In 2019 the semiconductor industry reached the 5 nm thresh-
old, downscaling silicon logic technologies to the 5 nm node.1

Integration of graphene and two-dimensional (2D) silicon with
silicon chips is a key step to advance device performance at the
atomic limit, offering a high potential to develop new device
geometries and functionalities. In this context, combining
silicon and carbon to create 2D binary crystals can offer further
flexibility to engineer, through variations of the stoichiometry,
band gaps and charge carrier mobilities.

Three-dimensional silicon carbide is a hard material, known
in our daily life for its use as an abrasive or as a constituent
of car breaks and clutches. It is a semiconductor, with an
electronic gap intermediate to those of silicon and diamond,
that found widespread use in devices operating at high voltage,
high switching frequency, and high temperature.2 It is also
commonly used as a substrate for the epitaxial growth of
graphene.3

Bulk SiC is a very well studied material, both experimentally
and theoretically. However, its 2D counterpart – known
as siligraphene – has attracted much less attention. This is

somewhat surprising, in view of the unparalleled success that
both graphene and silicene have encountered over the past
years. In fact, the possibility of alloying silicon and carbon in
2D opens the door to increased versatility and a myriad of
interesting properties. This was explored, for example, by Shi
et al.,4 that used the cluster expansion method to study the
stability of 2D honeycomb Si–C alloys. By looking at the
electronic properties of these systems, they observed that
the electronic band gap could be easily tuned from 0 eV (for
graphene and silicene) up to 2.9 eV (for SiC). Several other
technological applications have been proposed for 2D SixC1�x

alloys, such as for sensors,5 catalysis,6 battery anchoring7 and,
of course, optoelectronics.8–12

In contrast to graphene, that strongly prefers the planar
honeycomb structure, 2D Si–C compounds (as well as silicene)
can form a wealth of low-energy, non-honeycomb polymorphs.
This is due to the inability of Si to form sp2 bonds, preferring
instead the tetrahedral sp3 configuration. This increases sub-
stantially the number of possible 2D-SixC1�x geometrical con-
figurations, leading to a rich variety of structural and electronic
properties. For example, in ref. 13, a semiconducting polymorph
of SiC6 was shown to have high carrier mobilities and a negative
Poisson ratio, while ref. 14 predicted a planar SiC2 structure, in
which Si is tetra-coordinated, with excellent elastic properties and
a semiconducting band gap.

The existence of non-honeycomb structures of 2D-SixC1�x

has been explored in the literature via global structure prediction
studies,15,16 with a particular emphasis on the particle swarm
optimization technique.17 Using this method Ding and
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Wang18 investigated the configuration space of SiC3, Li et al.19

considered the 2 : 3, 1 : 3 and 1 : 4 silicon to carbon stoichio-
metries, and Zhang et al.20 looked at the 1 : 7 and 7 : 1 ratios.
Finally, Revard et al.21 have more recently investigated the
whole convex hull of siligraphene via a grand-canonical evolu-
tionary algorithm. Their results are somehow disappointing:
with the exception of graphene, all 2D lowest-energy structures
lie at least 400 meV per atom above the convex hull of the bulk
Si–C system. This is due to the high instability of honeycomb
silicene, the end-point structure in their 2D phase diagram,
with a formation energy of 754 meV per atom. Consistently,
all Si rich Si–C binaries turned out to be highly unstable.

Previous studies focused mostly on atomic monolayers. While
it is true that planar graphene is the most stable 2D carbon
polymorph, the situation is quite different for 2D silicon. In fact,
it is by now known that the addition of dumbbells stabilizes
considerably silicon monolayers,23 and that ordered arrays of
dumbbells lead to structures up to 220 meV per atom lower in
energy than honeycomb silicene.24,25 In view of that, it is worth
reconsidering the convex hull of 2D Si–C binaries, including
systematically the possibility to add out-of-plane atoms. Due to
the different nature of the two constituents – carbon that favors sp2

hybridization in 2D geometries and silicon that always prefers sp3

tetrahedral arrangements – it is an open question if the formation
of dumbbells can also play an important role in siligraphene, or if
other stabilization mechanisms are more relevant in this system.

To tackle this question we decided to perform an thorough
investigation of the phase diagram of quasi-2D SixC1�x. At this
stage, neglecting the effect of the substrate is a necessary
compromise to make feasible extensive calculations of the
whole composition range. To determine low-energy structures
of SixC1�x for the complete range of stoichiometries (0 o x o 1)
we use a two-fold procedure, combining state-of-the-art con-
strained global structural prediction methods and exhaustive
enumeration of 2D prototype structures.

Our tool for global structural prediction15 is the minima-
hopping method.26,27 This algorithm often inputs energies and
forces from density-functional theory (DFT) calculations. However,
considering the enormous number of evaluations of energies and
forces required to build a phase diagram, we decided to opt for
density-functional tight-binding calculations, as implemented in
the DFTB+ package.28 To preserve DFT accuracy, we use here
accurate Slater–Koster parameters29 that have been specifically
developed for structure-prediction calculations. These parameters
are in fact fitted to a large dataset of DFT calculations, and yield
formation energies and forces in excellent agreement with DFT.29

The most relevant structures are also re-optimized with DFT.30,31

In the following we discuss the novel 2D structures that we
identify, considering in separate sections the different compo-
sition ranges.

2 Computational details

We performed global structure prediction runs of low-dimensional
SixC1�x compounds, using a constrained minima-hopping

algorithm26,27 with a soft quadratic confining potential along
the non-periodic direction, that favours 2D structures with a
thickness smaller than 4 Å. This approach has already proved
its efficiency in the discovery of new 2D polymorphs22,24,32,33 of
Si, C, Sn and TiO2. Here we give a step forward, and use this
method not for a single stoichiometry, but to scan a binary
phase diagram. We performed crystal structure prediction runs
at several compositions (specifically Si1C7, Si1C6, Si1C5, Si1C4,
Si1C3, Si2C3, Si1C2, Si1C1, Si2C1, Si3C2 and Si3C1) and varying the
number of atoms in the unit cell (from one to at least three
formula units). When analyzing these results, it was sometimes
evident that structurally interesting polymorphs could be
obtained by removing atoms identified as in excess. Therefore
some punctual configurations appear outside the set of men-
tioned stoichiometries. To ensure a good exploration of the
multidimensional potential energy surface, two runs starting
from pseudo-random configurations were performed for each
starting unit cell. For this step, forces and energies were
evaluated using density functional tight-binding as implemented
in the DFTB+ package.28 We used the set of Slater–Koster para-
meters of Huran et al.,29 specifically crafted for structure-
prediction calculations, as they are fitted to obtain formation
energies and forces in excellent agreement with a large dataset
of density-functional theory calculations.29

After this first step, we filtered the most promising struc-
tures for further analysis, using low formation energy and
interesting atomic arrangements as selection criteria.

To complement structure prediction, we employed the alloy
theoretic automated toolkit (ATAT) package34 to generate all non-
equivalent SixC1�x structures, by coloring some particularly inter-
esting prototype structures of quasi-2D silicon. For this exhaustive
enumeration step we chose zigzag- and armchair-dumbbell
silicene, obtaining 216 zigzag-dumbbell and 1072 armchair-
dumbbell SixC1�x structures, large honeycomb dumbbell silicene,
that gives 112 Si–C structures, and Si-V, Si-XIV and Si-XV of ref. 24,
yielding respectively 88, 88 and 160 Si–C structures. As a reference,
we also present results for some alloys with the buckled honey-
comb monolayer structure.

Following the structure prediction calculations, the lowest-
energy structures were reoptimized using Kohn–Sham density-
functional theory, within the projector augmented wave
method,30,31 as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP, version 5.4.4). Collinear spin calculations
were performed, always starting from the ferromagnetic
configuration. Except when explicitly stated, no magnetization
was observed, therefore band structures and densities of states
are only presented for the spin-up channel. The Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof (PBE)35 approximation to the exchange–correlation
functional was used in DFT calculations, along with a plane-wave
cutoff energy of 520 eV. Care should be taken in comparing
calculated band gaps, obtained from the PBE exchange–
correlation functional, to experimental band gaps. The PBE
functional systematically underestimates the band gaps of
semiconductors by about 40%.36 This means that the systems
that we indicate as semiconductors are almost certainly semi-
conductors, but they will display a larger band gap.
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Geometry optimizations were performed so that forces were
converged to 5 meV Å�1 for the construction of the phase
diagram and 1 meV Å�1 for the individual analysis. G-centred
k-point grids were used, determined such that total energies
were converged to 1 meV per atom. A vacuum region of 20 Å was
used to separate periodic copies in the direction perpendicular
to the layers. Formation energies were calculated with respect
to graphite carbon and silicon bulk crystals.

Given the possibility of out-of-the-ordinary elasticity proper-
ties for two dimensional SiC systems, we calculated the direc-
tion dependent Young modulus and Poisson ratio for the most
interesting polymorphs. Elastic coefficients were computed via
the method of Cadelano et al.,37 using energy vs. strain curves
corresponding to suitable sets of deformations applied to a
single unit-cell sample, considering strain between �2% in
steps of 0.5%.

Phonon band structures were obtained with the finite dif-
ference method implemented in the PHONOPY package,38

using the Perdew–Zunger39 approximation to the exchange–
correlation functional.

3 Results

The phase diagram of SixC1�x binary compounds is depicted in
Fig. 1. The crystal structures of all phases discussed in the
following can be found in the ESI.† Before presenting our
results, we would like to discuss the difficulties in defining a
convex hull of thermodynamic stability for 2D systems. To start

with, the hull is built from free-standing structures, and there-
fore does not include energy variations due to constrains
imposed by substrates. We should however keep in mind that
finding a convenient substrate is the key to make possible the
experimental realization of a structure. This is already well
known for silicon: there is in nature no silicon analog of
graphite, and therefore atomically thin samples of silicene
cannot be obtained by exfoliation. Fortunately, more advanced
preparation techniques have already led to the experimental
realization of honeycomb silicene, e.g., on Ag(111) surfaces.40

Additionally, the energy per atom of a quasi-2D structure
depends considerably on its thickness. Due to the increasing
size of the atomic core as we descend group-IV, the tetrahedral
coordination, driven by sp3 hybridization becomes more and
more favorable than sp2, leading to increasingly buckled mono-
layers, i.e. from planar graphene to a 0.85 Å buckling in
hexagonal Sn monolayers.32 Accordingly, the energy of the Si
and C structures can vary significantly going from a purely 2D
monolayer to few layers and up to 3D bulk crystals. Therefore,
in Fig. 1 we plot two convex hulls. The first, in red, considers
only honeycomb monolayers of Si and C, following the choice
also made in ref. 4 and 21. The second, in brown, allows ultra-
thin but not strictly monolayer structures. In this case we set as
reference elemental phases graphene and zigzag-dumbbell
silicene, the lowest-energy geometry of 2D silicon found in
ref. 24, that lies about 0.2 eV per atom below silicene.

We start by noticing that, strictly speaking, there is no
thermodynamically stable and ordered two-dimensional binary
of Si–C. This is clearly shown by the brown horizontal line in

Fig. 1 Distance to hull (Ehull) as a function of the composition for the quasi-2D Si–C binary polymorphs, obtained via the procedures described in the
main text. In brown, the convex-hull calculated using the entire set of ultra-thin structures, with graphene and zigzag-dumbbell silicene used as
reference formation energies. In red, the hull obtained considering only honeycomb monolayers (with the energy per atom of silicene at x = 1). The color
of the data points reflects the thickness of the corresponding structure (see color bar), while the shape of the data points indicates their origin: from
minima-hopping runs (K); low energy polymorphs of graphene22 (}); from prototype search based on the buckled honeycomb structure (.); from
prototype search based on zigzag-dumbbell silicene (’); from prototype search based on armchair-dumbbell silicene ( ); from prototype search based
on large-honeycomb dumbbell silicene (�); from prototype search based on Si-V (+); from prototype search based on Si-XV (m); from prototype search
based on Si-XIV (,).
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Fig. 1, that connects graphene to zigzag-dumbbell silicene.
However, considering a posteriori possible stabilizing effects,
e.g. from a substrate, we should carefully consider also struc-
tures that lie below or close to the red line in Fig. 1, i.e. the
convex hull obtained considering only honeycomb monolayers.
Curiously, several lowest energy structures appear in the Si-rich
region, in stark contrast with the prediction of Revard et al.,21

that only carbon-rich 2D structures (basically Si-doped graphene)
hold the most promise for experimental synthesis. Finally, we can
immediately observe that there is a thickness gradient across the
composition space, and that allowing for the addition of out of
plane atoms leads to an important stabilizing effect of Si-rich
structures.

3.1 Carbon-rich compounds

In the carbon-rich region of the phase diagram we find many
planar configurations (with buckling up to 1 Å), created by
replacing carbon atoms of the graphene structure with silicon
atoms. Buckled or non-monolayer configurations start to
appear for x 4 0.15 (e.g. the SiC6 polymorph of ref. 13,
indicated by the label Cmma). This is not unexpected, given
the dominant tendency of carbon to form sp2 planar poly-
morphs and the fact that carbon analogues of the silicon
dumbbell structures are rather unstable, at least 0.75 eV per
atom above graphene. Overall, dumbbell configurations do not
help to stabilize carbon-rich SiC compounds.

In view of this, our results for this part of the phase diagram
essentially confirm those in the literature.16,18,19,21 A detailed
analysis shows that common structures in this region are,
beside alloys with the honeycomb lattice structure, low-energy
graphene polymorphs22 and graphene nanoribbons attached to
silicon structures (see, e.g., Fig. S2 of the ESI†). At x = 0.25 we
find the closest structure to the convex hull for x o 0.5. This is a
silicene-graphene bilayer.

There are nonetheless some curious polymorphs in this
area. For example, at x = 1/7, we find a structure, that we call
SiC6-SW, as it is somewhat reminiscent of the Stone–Wales
(SW) defect41 in graphene. Its crystal structure is presented in
Fig. 2. The main difference to the standard Stone–Wales defect
is that in the central part of this structure we can find a tetra-
coordinated silicon atom, instead of a rotated pair of carbon
atoms. Since silicon contributes with sp3 bonds to this configu-
ration, the formation of pentagons is not accompanied by the
formation of heptagons. This orthorhombic structure, with
lattice parameters a = 5.32 Å and b = 8.10 Å, has a metallic
band structure, with a linear band crossing above the Fermi
energy (see Fig. 2), and a formation energy of 0.48 eV per atom
(0.42 eV per atom above the hull). Due to well-known numerical
difficulties to converge acoustic phonons of 2D systems,42 we
were only able to obtain a converged phonon band structure for
this compound using density-functional tight-binding, as we
needed very dense meshes of k-points and a large supercell. The
absence of imaginary phonon modes confirms the stability
of this structure. The elastic coefficients (C11 = 168, C22 = 271,
C12 = 25 and C44 = 92 N m�1) satisfy the Born–Huang criteria for
elastic stability.43

Moving to Si-richer compositions, another curious polymorph
appears, which we refer to as SiC2-b (see Fig. 3). This polymorph is
not entirely a surprise, as a planar version of it has already been
predicted by Li et al.14 The planar version (labelled here as SiC2-p)
is metallic, with a strong contribution of p-type orbitals at the
Fermi level, it is dynamically stable and it has been shown to be
an interesting candidate for the formation of silicon-carbide
nanotubes.14 The buckled polymorph exhibits a base-centered
orthorhombic structure, with conventional cell parameters
a = 5.52 Å and b = 7.20 Å. Similarly to its planar cousin, it is also
composed of rhombi and hexagons. In this case, however, silicon
atoms can appear with their standard tetrahedral configuration.
Because of this, the hexagons are also corrugated, leading to a
layer thickness of 1.34 Å.

As in most of the silicon-containing compounds, the
presence of buckling stabilizes the structure with respect to
the planar counterpart which is lowered to 0.65 eV per atom for
SiC2-b. Still, it should be noted that SiC2-b remains 0.51 eV per
atom above the convex hull, which is still rather high in view of
a possible experimental synthesis.44

From the electronic point-of-view, SiC2-b is a metal as we can
see in the band structure shown in Fig. 4. The most interesting
features are the two band crossings at both sides of the Y-point.
At Y, the two bands that cross the Fermi level interpenetrate.
As the bands are not exactly parabolas, the resulting nodal ring
is not a circumference and is tilted with respect to the Fermi
level. This is the reason why one crossing point appears above
the Fermi energy, while the other one is below. A more detailed

Fig. 2 Crystal structure (viewed along the [001] and [110] directions) and
electronic band structure of the SiC6-SW polymorph.
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analysis of this band structure can be found in Fig. S1 and S5 of
the ESI.†

The phonon band structure (computed with a 4 � 4 super-
cell of the conventional cell) is presented in Fig. 4. We can see
that the spectrum presents no imaginary phonon modes,

indicating the dynamical stability of the compound. The computed
elastic coefficients (see Table 1) confirm that the Born–Huang
criteria are obeyed. Contrary to the case of graphene, SiC2-b shows
a clear anisotropy in its elastic properties. This is visible in Fig. 3,
where we plot the direction dependent 2D Young modulus (Y2D

n )
and Poisson ratio (nn).37

3.2 SiC bilayer

At x = 0.5 lie the most stable structures of the phase diagram,
which turn out to be SiC bilayers, with only Si–C bonds. This type
of structures has been incompletely studied in the past.45,46

We can find several different stackings (e.g. see Fig. S6 and
S7 of the ESI†), and the most stable among them is the
structure presented in Fig. 5, that we call SiC-bi. It corresponds
to a corrugated bilayer of SiC (with AAb stacking, borrowing the
notation of ref. 47 for silicene bilayers), with Si atoms stacked on
top of C atoms. This structure is located circa 33 meV per atom
above the hull, with a formation energy of 0.24 eV per atom. The
interlayer distance is 2.17 Å, a slightly smaller value than that of
silicene bilayers,47 and the lattice parameter is 3.16 Å.

The band structure of this bilayer is shown in Fig. 5, where
we can see that it is a semiconductor with an indirect gap of

Fig. 3 Polar diagram of the Young modulus Y2D
n (a) and the Poisson ratio nn (b) for the different structures discussed in the main text. Here the polar angle

is measured counterclockwise with respect to the x direction. We did not identify any compound displaying unconventional elasticity (e.g., negative
Poisson ratio).

Fig. 4 Top: Crystal structure of the buckled SiC2-b polymorph viewed
along the [001] (top), [110] (middle) and the [100] (bottom) directions; also
shown is the corresponding primitive cell. Bottom: Electronic (left) and
phonon (right) band structures of the polymorph.

Table 1 Second order elastic coefficients (in N m�1) for some of the
structures described in the main text. Values for graphene (denoted by C)
were taken from Cadelano et al.37 The Born–Huang stability criteria (BHC)
for hexagonal and orthorhombic crystals are also listed43

C SiC-bi SiC2-b SiC2-p SiC6-SW

C11 354 224 112 142 168
C22 — — 112 262 271
C12 60 50 36 31 25
C44 — — 57 51 92

C11 4 0
BHC C11 4 |C12| C11C22 4 C12

2

C44 4 0
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1.76 eV. By applying equibiaxial strain in a range of �2% the
band gap changes significantly, shrinking by 0.24 eV for 2%
tensile strain and increasing by 0.35 eV for 2% compressive
strain. Uniaxial strain produces a similar response in case of
tensile strain, but leads to a much smaller band gap increase
under compression (see Fig. S9–S11 of the ESI†). This property

could be useful to control the band gap size, e.g. by inserting
the monolayer inside a stressor matrix.

The phonon band structure (computed using a 8 � 8 super-
cell of the primitive cell) indicates that this structure is dyna-
mically stable. Additionally, the analysis of the elastic constants
(see Table 1) proves that it also satisfies the Born–Huang
criteria.43,48 With values of C11 = 224 N m�1 and C12 = 50 N m�1,
this structure presents lower Young modulus (213 N m�1) and
higher Poisson ratio (0.22) than graphene.

3.3 Si-Rich compounds

The low-energy silicon-rich part of the phase diagram in Fig. 1
is more densely populated than the carbon-rich region, with
several structures lying below the convex-hull built with mono-
layer structures (red line).

Looking first at the results of the 2D-prototype search (see
Fig. S12 of the ESI†), we see that the lowest-energy structures
present carbon substitutions in both sp2 and sp3 configura-
tions, which is not unexpected. The stability gained by creating
sp3 silicon bonds is the dominant effect, as it can be deduced
by the fast increase in the distance to the hull of structures with
a higher C content. These structures are favored as long as x is
larger than 0.8, for lower values of x buckled honeycomb
structures can become more stable. From the electronic point-of-
view, these compounds mostly retain the semiconductor character
of the parent silicon structures (see Fig. S13 of the ESI†).

Other low-energy non-monolayer structures of silicon with-
out dumbbells have competitive energies in the Si-rich part of
the diagram. In particular, at Si3C two structures reminiscent of
the Si(111)-2 � 2 nanosheet of 2D silicon49 appear. These
polymorphs (refered here as Si3C-I and Si3C-II) are shown in
Fig. 6. They present very similar lattice parameters (a = 3.05 Å
and b = 5.97 Å for Si3C-I and a = 2.99 Å and b = 5.96 Å for Si3C-II)
and formation energies circa 0.44 eV per atom. This places

Fig. 5 Top: Crystal structure of the buckled SiC-bi viewed along the [001]
(top) and [010] (bottom) directions. Also shown is the primitive cell.
Bottom: Electronic (left) and phonon (right) band structures of the
polymorph.

Fig. 6 Crystal structures, electronic band structure and density of states (in arbitrary units) of the Si3C-I and Si3C-II polymorphs. For Si3C-I, blue bands
indicate spin-up while dashed green indicate spin-down.
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them 0.04 eV per atom below the dumbbell alloys at the same
stoichiometries. Both structures are simple metals, as shown
in Fig. 6, and Si3C-I presents a very small magnetic moment of
0.2 mB per unit cell.

4 Conclusions

Two-dimensional materials made of silicon and carbon offer an
extraordinary flexibility in terms of electronic and structural
properties, and they deserve to be further considered for
integration in Si-based nanoelectronics.

We performed here an extensive theoretical survey of the
two-dimensional phase diagram of SixC1�x. We used a global
structural prediction technique capable, in a completely
unbiased manner, to obtain the ground-state and low-lying
metastable phases over the whole chemical composition.
We added geometrical constrains to ensure atomically-thin
crystal structures, with a target thickness below 4 Å. These
simulations were then complemented by adding 2D prototype
structures.

We could find a wealth of low-energy structures in the
whole composition range. In the carbon-rich region there are
several interesting phases, many of them corresponding to
planar alloys of high-energy polymorphs of graphene. Others,
such as SiC6-SW, are similar to defects observed in SiC
nanoflakes.46

Around the 1 : 1 ratio, bilayer configurations with only Si–C
bonds are the most stable. Concerning silicon-rich phases, non-
dumbbell configurations (such as Si3C-I and Si3C-II) are found
to be more stable than dumbbell configurations, in contrast
with what calculations predict for pure silicon.

A key question is if any of the new phases discussed here
can, in the future, be experimentally realized. Two-dimensional
SiC nanosheets/nanoflakes50 and quasi two-dimensional SiC
and SiC2

44 have already been produced experimentally.
The structural and basic electronic properties reported in

this work may stimulate further research on two-dimensional
SiC. The identified ground-state crystal structures at differ-
ent compositions and their lattice parameters can suggest
lattice matched surfaces to favor the synthesis of these new
phases.

The calculated formation energies of our phases are com-
parable to the one of siligraphene. Therefore, we are confident
that other 2D phases of SiC binaries with different stoichio-
metries can be synthesized, and enlarge the palette of available
materials in flatland.

In addition, we hope to convince the community of the value
of unbiased structure prediction studies. This type of work
furthers the knowledge of the configuration space of two-
dimensional materials, and helps finding eventual candidates
for practical applications.
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